DR. GLENN JUDAY
Professor of Forest Ecology, Emeritus

WHEREAS Dr. Glenn Juday has served the University of Alaska Fairbanks with distinction in teaching, research and public service from 1981 to 2014; and

WHEREAS Dr. Juday has been a dedicated instructor, teaching courses including Wilderness Management, Conservation Biology, and Tree-ring Analysis; and was a mentor and advisor to numerous postdoctoral researchers and graduate students, who benefited tremendously from the breadth of his expertise; and

WHEREAS Dr. Juday has conducted internationally recognized research, extensively cited by his peers, in sustainable wood biomass energy production, tree growth and long-term forest growth monitoring, environmental change effects at high latitudes, biodiversity and forest management, structure of old-growth forest ecosystems, and forest development and ecosystem life history; and

WHEREAS Dr. Juday has shared his knowledge with the public, giving dozens of talks and interviews reaching national and international audiences; has advised Alaska and national governmental officials on biodiversity and climate change science; was a lead author for the forests chapter in the International Arctic Climate Impact Assessment; and has served as the Chair of the Forest Ecology Working Group of the Society of American Foresters and President of the Natural Areas Association, among many other professional service roles;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the University of Alaska Fairbanks expresses its deep appreciation to Dr. Glenn Juday for his extensive contributions to the State of Alaska and to the University; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the University of Alaska Fairbanks, in further recognition of the invaluable services rendered by Dr. Juday and as evidence of the University’s desire that his identification with the University be maintained, hereby salutes the appointment of Dr. Glenn Juday as Professor of Forest Ecology, Emeritus; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this resolution be appropriately engrossed and signed by the Chancellor of the University of Alaska Fairbanks as further evidence of the esteem and respect in which he holds Dr. Glenn Juday, and conveyed to Dr. Juday on this 10th day of May, 2015.